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Abstract

Background: In recent years, due to the difficulty and inefficiency of
experimental methods, numerous computational methods have been introduced
for inferring structure of Gene Regulatory Networks (GRNs). Bayesian network is
one of the popular methods in this field, however, still has many drawbacks and
there is still a great space to be improved. For example, the Path Consistency
(PC)-based algorithms as Bayesian network methods are still sensitive to the
ordering of nodes i.e. different node orders results in different network structures.
The second is that the networks inferred by these methods are highly dependent
on the threshold used for independence testing. Also, it is still a challenge to
select the set of conditional genes in an optimal way, which affects the
performance and computation complexity of the PC-based algorithm.

Results: We introduce a novel algorithm, namely Order Independent PC-based
algorithm using Quantile value (OIPCQ), which improves the accuracy of the
learning process of GRNs and solves the order dependency issue. The
quantile-based thresholds are considered for different order of CMI test. For
conditional gene selection, we consider the paths between genes with length
equal or greater than 2 while others well-known PC-based methods only considers
the paths of length 2. We applied OIPCQ on the various networks of the
DREAM3 and DREAM4 in silico challenges. As a real-world case study, we used
OIPCQ to reconstruct SOS DNA network obtained from Escherichia coli and
GRN for acute myeloid leukemia based on the RNA sequencing data from The
Cancer Genome Atlas. The results show that OIPCQ produces the same network
structure for all the permutations of the genes and improves the resulted GRN
through accurately quantifying the causal regulation strength in comparison with
others well-known PC-based methods.

Conclusions: According to the GRN constructed by OIPCQ, for acute myeloid
leukemia, two regulators BCLAF1 and NRSF reported by Zhang et al are
significantly important. However, the highest degree nodes in this GRN are
ZBTB7A and PU1 which play a significant role in cancer, and especially in
leukemia. OIPCQ is freely accessible at
https://github.com/haammim/OIPCQ-and-OIPCQ2.

Keywords: Inferring Gene Regulatory Network; Bayesian Network; Path
Consistency Algorithm; Order Dependent Algorithm

Background

Identifying regulations between genes is an important issue for better understanding

the biological processes [1–4]. It provides information on what genes of particular
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interest are over-expressed or under-expressed by different environmental condi-

tions. Experimental methods for inference of Gene Regulatory Networks (GRN)

are expensive, tedious, time-consuming and sometimes not reproducible. Recently,

gene expression data is accessible through high-throughput sequencing technologies,

which provides an insight on the regulatory mechanism [1, 3, 5, 6]. In GRN, genes

are denoted as nodes while the goal is to detect interactions between them, referred

to as edges. Computational methods developed to reconstruct GRNs are generally

categorized in either machine-learning-based or model-based methods [7–35]. In

literature, Pearson correlation coefficients [36, 37] and information theory [15, 18–

27, 29–32, 38] are widely used to measure the regulation strength between genes.

Both information theory and Pearson correlation coefficient can infer large-scale

networks, but Mutual Information (MI) has the capability to measure non-linear

dependencies which is a suitable measure to distinguish the relation between genes

[36, 39]. As one of the most highly regarded network models, the Bayesian network

is a factorization of a probability distribution alongside a Directed Acyclic Graph

(DAG). The methods used to reconstruct the structure of Bayesian networks nor-

mally fall into three categories including constraint–based, score-based searching

and hybrid methods. The Path Consistency Algorithm (PCA) is commonly used

as a constraint-based method to infer GRNs. Methods based on PCA such as Fast

Causal Inference (FCI), Really Fast Causal Inference (RFCI), PC Algorithm based

on Conditional Mutual Information (PCA-CMI) and their modifications [25, 40–47]

have two common drawbacks. The first is that these methods are not consistent for

different sequential node orders [48]. The second is that the networks inferred by

these methods are highly dependent on the threshold used for independence test-

ing. Consensus Network (CN) [15], introduced Sequential ORDERing (SORDER)

algorithm to selects a suitable sequential ordering of genes. It also improves the ac-

curacy of the obtained results by taking the consensus of different networks. In [18],

Zhang et al. introduced Conditional Mutual Inclusive Information (CMI2), which

improves the GRN skeleton by utilizing interventional probability and Kullback-

Leibler (KL) divergence. One of the issues so far unresolved in the literature is

the order-dependency restriction of the algorithms, which the current work aims to

address. Also, in conditional-independent tests, the proper selection of a collection

of nodes which contains the separator sets significantly influences the performance

of constraint-based methods. In the proposed method, a strategy for an effective

selection of nodes based on existing paths between any pair of genes is devised in

order to improve the network results. Also, our method is an order independent

algorithm to reconstruct GRNs from gene expression data to overcome restrictions

of order-dependent algorithms. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-

tion Methods, a summary of related concepts including PCA, PCA-CMI and CMI2-

based Network Inference (CMI2NI) [18] is provided as well as the proposed algo-

rithm, called OIPCQ, for inferring GRNs. In section Results, the results of OIPCQ

on the Dialogue for Reverse Engineering Assessments and Methods (DREAM) chal-

lenges and the SOS DNA network in Escherichia coli was compared with the results

of three state-of-the-art approaches including PCA-CMI, CN and CMI2NI. Finally,

a case study was provided to evaluate the performance of OIPCQ for inferring a

network of Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML). The gene expression data is available

in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) website at http://cancergenome.nih.gov/.
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Results

In this section, the performance of OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 are benchmarked against

other well-known methods (PCA-CMI, CN and CMINI) using both simulated

(DREAM project) and real data (SOS DNA and AML). The DREAM project is

an in silico network challenge introduced in 2006. In this work, we used DREAM3

and DREAM4 datasets. DREAM3 contains three sub-challenges of size 10, 50 and

100 genes. Each sub-challenge contains five gold standard networks (Ecoli1, Ecoli2,

Yeast1, Yeast2 and Yeast3) and for each, there are three gene expression sets (het-

erozygous knockdown, null-mutants (steady state) and trajectories (time courses)).

Among these sets, Yeast1, which is a steady-state dataset, is used. DREAM4 con-

tains three sub-challenges of size 10, 100 and 100-multifactorial, among which, we

have used all five networks of the 100-multifactorial sub-challenge.

To benchmark the performance of OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 against well-known algo-

rithms, True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), True Positive Rate (TPR), Positive

Predictive Value (PPV), False Positive Rate (FPR), False Discovery Rate (FDR),

overall ACCuracy (ACC), F-measure and Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC)

are calculated. They are defined as follows:

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
, FDR =

FP

FP + TP
, FPR =

FP

FP + TN

ACC =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
,F −measure = 2

PPV × TPR

PPV + TPR
,

PPV =
TP

TP + FP
, MCC =

TP × TN − FP × FN

(TP + FP )(TP + FN)(TN + FP )(TN + FN)
.

Results for DREAM3:

On the DREAM3 datasets, OIPCQ with two thresholds (θ1 for MI and θ2 for CMI)

were implemented and compared with PCA-CMI, CN and CMI2NI. For OIPCQ

and OIPCQ2 the same parameters (θ1 and θ2) are considered. For PCA-CMI and

CMI2NI algorithms one parameter is considered. CN algorithm requires two thresh-

olds, one for producing a consensus network (CNConsensus) and interval threshold

for independent tests (CNInd.Test). The selected thresholds for the mentioned meth-

ods are shown in Table 1. The benchmark results for DREAM3 are summarized in

Tables 2, S1 and S2 in Supplementary file. The F-measure values for mentioned

algorithms are illustrated in Figure 1. The results show that OIPCQ and OIPCQ2

consistently perform better than all other algorithms in terms of PPV, ACC, MCC

and F-measure criteria. OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 algorithms were benchmarked with

CMI2NI using DREAM3 datasets with sizes 10, 50 and 100. In all sizes, OIPCQ

and OIPCQ2 had better performance compared to CMI2NI. For size 10, FP was

improved from 1 to 0 with no change in TP. For size 50, FP was decreased from 40

to 35 and TP was increased from 39 to 40. For size 100, FP was changed from 38

to 34 and TP was improved from 64 to 71.

Results for DREAM4:

Similar to the DREAM3 case, for DREAM4, OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 with two thresh-

olds (θ1 for MI and θ2 for CMI) were implemented and compared with PCA-CMI,

CN and CMI2NI. The selected thresholds for the mentioned methods are shown in
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Table S3 in Supplementary file. The benchmark results for DREAM4 for five net-

works of the 100-multifactorial sub-challenge are summarized in Tables S4 through

S8 and Figure 2. Similar to DREAM3, the results show that OIPCQ and OIPCQ2

consistently perform better than all other algorithms in terms of PPV, ACC, MCC

and F-measure metrics.

Case Study: SOS-DNA and AML:

The efficiency of OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 algorithms are also tested on real datasets

E. coli(SOS-DNA) and AML. The real network for SOS-DNA consists of a network

with 9 genes and 24 edges. Thresholds used for the implemented algorithms are

listed in Table S9 in Supplementary file. The benchmark results on the SOS-DNA

dataset are presented in Figure 3 and Table S10 in Supplementary file.

The results show that OIPCQ performs consistent with the benchmark algorithms.

The AML network contains 81 genes, of which 65 are target and 16 are regulatory

genes. RACER algorithm, presented in [49], was developed to infer the GRN in AML

dataset and is referred to as a Golden Standard for this dataset. Zhang’s CMI2NI

algorithm [18] produced a network with 549 edges, of which 113 are common with

RACER. In order to compare the networks constructed by OIPCQ and OIPCQ2

with CMI2NI, we have selected thresholds such that the constructed network has

equal edges to the CMI2NI’s network. Hence, the produced network contains 549

edges from which 114 are in common with RACER. The results of OIPCQ and

OIPCQ2 on AML dataset are summarized in Table S11 in the supplementary file.

Figures 4 and 5 show the GRN constructed by OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 on AML,

respectively. The central nodes in these figures show the 16 regulators. In these net-

works, the highest degrees belonged to ZBTB7A and PU1 regulators with respective

values of 53 and 47 (see Table S11). These values are significantly higher compared

to that of RACER network with 12 and 9 degrees. Previous studies [50, 51] have

shown that ZBTB7A functions as a transcriptional suppressor. ZBTB7A was also

proven to play a critical role in AML as a transcription factor in [52]. According to

[53, 54], AML is also influenced by the slow decline of the transcript factor PU1.

In addition to the mentioned two regulators, BCLAF1 and NRSF are reported by

Zhang et al. in [18] as significant regulators with significant role in cancer. In both of

our networks, BCLAF1 and NRSF (Figures 4 and 5 ) had high degrees as well, which

is consistent with the results of CMI2NI [18] . In order to verify these findings, the

pathway enrichment was done separately for each of the four regulators ZBTB7A,

PU1, BCLAF1 and NRSF, along with their target genes. The pathway enrichment

was done in the cancer annotation system CaGe (http://mgrc.kribb.re.kr/cage/).

The results of the pathway enrichments are presented in Tables S13 to S20, which

include pathways with p-values of higher than a certain threshold. In these tables

the obtained p-values related to the pathways correspond to each of the four reg-

ulators and their target genes in the resulted networks from OIPCQ and OIPCQ2

algorithms are more meaningful than those of CMI2NI. In order to compare the

importance of target genes of BCLAF1 and NRSF in OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 with

CMI2NI, three most significant pathways were selected and compared (Table 3).

The result of Table 3 indicate that the relationship between genes in our networks

are more related to LEUKEMIA cancer in comparison with CMI2NI’s network. In
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summary, based on the results obtained in this study, we can claim that the reg-

ulators ZBTB7A and PU1 beside to BCLAF1 and NRSF play a significant role in

cancer, and especially in leukemia.

Discussion

Survival of living organisms depends on the interaction between thousands of genes.

GRN are schematic representations of interactions among all gene pairs in a given

cell. The functions and dynamics of various cells can be figured out through re-

constructing the GRNs. Recently, PC-based methods were proposed for learning

structure of GRNs. However, these methods are still sensitive to the ordering of

nodes. In this study, we mentioned that PC-based methods are order-dependent

algorithms and the GRN results may change if the order of the nodes change.

Considering the maximum value of CMI’s, for removing edges in network can be

increasing both FP and FN. The quantile-based threshold assume independency

between genes based on the distribution of the CMI values and yield better results

with respect to consider constant value for threshold. In the present study, OIPCQ

and OIPCQ2 algorithms were proposed to infer GRNs from the gene expression

data.

Conclusions

The results show that OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 outperform other algorithms on sim-

ulated datasets. Also, the OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 results on the AML data shows

more similarities with RACER compared to some popular inferring network meth-

ods. Based on the outcomes provided in Result section, it can be observed that

OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 outperform other methods in most datasets (8 out of 10

cases) while resolving the order-dependency issue. Similar results are concluded by

using OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 algorithms, therefore, applying Equation 5 instead of

4 for calculating CMI, the constructed GRN do not change the result significantly.

Finally, the main advantage of the proposed method is that it is applicable to all

constraint-based and in particular PC-based methods.

Methods

In this section, a theoretical background on information theory, entropy, MI and

CMI is provided. Following that, the details of the proposed OIPCQ algorithm for

inferring the structure of GRN are introduced.

Mutual Information and Conditional Mutual Information

Both MI and CMI are proven to be effective for inferring GRNs due to their capa-

bility to measure nonlinear dependencies between variables [55]. MI and CMI are

defined as follows [56, 57]:

MI(X,Y ) =

∫
R

∫
R

p(x, y) log
p(x, y)

p(x) p(y)
dx dy, (1)

CMI(X,Y ) =

∫
R

∫
R

∫
R

p(x, y, z) log
p(x, y|z)

p(x|z) p(y|z)
dx dy dz, (2)
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where p(x, y), p(x) and p(y) represent the joint distribution of X and Y , marginal

distribution ofX, marginal distribution of Y , respectively. p(x, y, z), p(x, y|z), p(x|z)

and p(y|z) indicate joint distribution of X, Y and Z, the conditional density dis-

tribution of X and Y given Z, the conditional density distribution of X given Z

and the conditional density distribution of Y given Z, respectively. Under the as-

sumption that gene expression data follows a Gaussian distribution, MI for two

continuous variables X and Y can be calculated as:

MI(X,Y ) =
1

2
log

|C(X)||C(Y )|

|C(X,Y )|
, (3)

where C(A) and |C(A)| indicate the covariance matrix of vector A and determinant

of C(A), respectively. Similarly, CMI(X,Y |Z) is defined as:

CMI(X,Y |Z) =
1

2
log

|C(X,Z)||C(Y,Z)|

|C(Z)||C(X,Y,Z)|
. (4)

Conditional Mutual Inclusive Information (CMI2)

The CMI2 uses both KL divergence and interventional and is defined as:

CMI2(X,Y |Z) =
DKL(P‖PX→Y ) +DKL(P‖PY→X)

2

=
∑
x,y,z

p(x, y, z) ln
p(x, y, z)

p(x, z)
∑

x p(y|z, x)p(x) + p(y, z)
∑

y p(x|z, y)p(y)
,

(5)

where p(x, y, z) is the joint probability distribution of X, Y and Z, PX→Y =

PX→Y (X,Y, Z) and PY→X = PY→X(X,Y, Z) are the interventional probability

distributions of X, Y and Z for removing edges X → Y and Y → X, respectively.

DKL(P‖PX→Y ) and DKL(P‖PY→X) are KL divergences from P to PX→Y , and

from P to PY→X , respectively.

PC Algorithm based on Conditional Mutual Information (PCA-CMI)

In PCA-CMI [25], a network is initiated with a completely undirected graph. Then,

through an iterative process, the skeleton gets updated as edges are removed based

on the results of the independent tests between adjacent nodes. Finally, the algo-

rithm makes the skeleton which is fully undirected.

Let Si be a skeleton of ith order with i starting from −1. So, S−1 denotes a com-

pletely undirected graph from which the algorithm starts. For two adjacent nodes

X and Y in Si−1, a set VXY = ADJ(X)
⋂
ADJ(Y ) is defined where ADJ(X)

being a set of adjacent vertices of X in Si−1. CMI(X,Y |M) is calculated for each

i-subset M of VXY . For calculating MI(X,Y ) and CMI(X,Y |M), equation 3 and

4 are used respectively. For removing the edge between two adjacent nodes X and

Y in Si−1, CMImax(X,Y |Z) as maxM CMI(X,Y |M) and θ as the threshold for

independent test are considered. The edges for which CMImax(X,Y |Z) < θ are

removed from Si−1.
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CMI2NI: GRN inference method based on CMI2

Given an expression dataset with n genes and m samples, CMI2NI infers its un-

derlying GRN. In CMI2NI, after obtaining MI and CMI2 with Equations 3 and 5,

the PCA-CMI algorithm was used to remove the (conditional) indirect edges from

the complete graph. GRN inference is performed by removing those edges with-

out strong causal regulations recursively until there is no change in the network

topology. For more details of the CMI2NI algorithm, see [18].

Drawbacks of PC-based Algorithms

In this section, we discuss about drawbacks of PC-based algorithms. The first is that

these methods are not robust for different sequential node orders. The second is that

the results by these methods are highly dependent on the maximum value of CMI

tests used for removing edges in each step of the algorithms. In addition, the proper

selection of a collection of nodes which contains the separator sets significantly

influences the performance of these methods.

PC-based Algorithms are order-dependent.

The network topology resulted from PC-based algorithms are dependent on the

order of genes taken as input. In each order of PC-based algorithms, the edges are

removed based on conditional mutual information tests which explained in section

”PC Algorithm based on Conditional Mutual Information (PCA-CMI)”. Therefore,

the adjacent of the vertices are updated as a result of sequential removing edges

from the network. According to this method, VXY depends on the initial order of the

nodes and a different nodes order may eventually result in a different final network.

To illustrate this, we implemented the PCA-CMI on the DREAM3 dataset with

10, 50 and 100 genes. For each of these sets, 1000 different gene order permutations

were generated and tested. The threshold was set as θ = 0.05 for CMI tests. Each

node in Figure 6 part (a), (b) and (c) shows the TP against FP for each randomly-

generated permutation for DREAM3 dataset with 10, 50 and 100 genes, respectively.

Figure 6 part (d) illustrates the F-measure values for these datasets. The study on

different sequential node ordering results in different TP and FP. It is concluded

that, by considering different sequential node ordering, the resulted networks are

also different. This figure illustrated that larger networks are more affected by the

order of the input genes and the order dependency is a minor concern in networks

with fewer variables (networks with less that 10 genes).

Construction of Separator Sets

In PCA-CMI, CMI2NI, and CN algorithms, the separator set is extracted from

VXY . So, these algorithms in each order only considers the paths of length 2 and

ignores any existing connections with length greater than 2. One way of dealing

with this constraint is to use UXY = ADJ(X)
⋃
ADJ(Y ) for order greater than

one (i > 1). For i > 1, by using UXY instead of VXY , the decision will be made

by more information considering all the paths between X and Y . For example, in

Figure 7 by using VXY = {M,N} only the CMI(X,Y |M,N) for order i = 2 is

calculated and only two paths of length 2, X −N − Y and X −M − Y , between X

and Y are considered. By using UXY = {M,N,Z,W}, we also considered the path
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of length 3, X − Z −W − Y , for checking the dependency between X and Y . The

results show that, by considering more paths, OIPCQ helps to keep more reliable

edges compared to other methods.

Removing Edges in PC-based Algorithms is threshold-dependent.

In PC-based algorithms, the decision for removing edges from a network strictly

depends on the value of CMImax(X,Y |Z) and threshold θ as the criterion for

removing the edges. In fact, the edgeXY is removed if for each Z in separatorX and

Y , CMI(X,Y |Z) < θ. This method results in many FN. On the other hand, if the

most CMI(X,Y |Z) are close to zero and only one of them is greater than θ, PCA-

CMI, CN and CMI2NI keep the edge XY in the network. Our investigation show

that most of such edges are FP. So, considering the distribution of CMI(X,Y |Z),

quantile-based criterion for removing an edge is more effective and yield better

results than using constant value as a threshold for removing edge.

The OIPCQ Algorithm

The OIPCQ starts from a complete graph and iterates the following process to ex-

tract skeleton Si from Si−1.

Step 0: Initialization: Generate a complete network with number of nodes equal

to the number of genes.

Step 1: Calculate MI: Compute MI values for each pair of genes.

Step 2: Remove Edges: Eliminate corresponding edges for which MI values are

smaller than θ1 (θ1 denotes the threshold for MI test). The resulted network in this

step is denoted by S0.

Step 3: Calculate CMI of order 1: If there exists any edges between X and Y

in S0, find all genes Z which are adjacent to both X and Y , and then calculate

their CMI(X,Y |Z) for Z belongs to VXY . In this step, the paths of length 2 are

considered between X and Y .

Step 4: Remove Edges: Define CMI70(X,Y |Z) as all 70th percentile of all

CMI(X,Y |Z) values. If CMI70(X,Y |Z) is less than θ2 (θ2 is the threshold for

CMI test), remove the edge between X and Y . The resulted network in this step is

denoted by S1.

Step 5: Calculate CMI of order 2: Do the steps above for X and Y and calculate

CMI(X,Y |Z,W ), where Z and W belong to UXY . In this step, the paths of length

at least 2 are considered between X and Y .

Step 6: Remove Edges: Define CMI70(X,Y |Z,W ) as the 70th percentile of all

CMI(X,Y |Z,W ) values. If CMI70(X,Y |Z,W ) is less than θ2, remove the edge

between X and Y .

An example of the OIPCQ algorithm is illustrated in Figure 8 for network with 5

genes. The other version of OIPCQ, named OIPCQ2 was introduced using CMI2

for detecting dependency between genes. In both OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 algorithms,

in each order of algorithms for each X and Y , UXY and VXY are defined and fixed.

Then, at the end of each order the algorithm decides to remove edges based on

threshold θ1 and θ2. By using this method and fixing the UXY and VXY in each

order of algorithms, the order dependency issue is solved and both OIPCQ and

OIPCQ2 algorithms are order independent.
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Figure 1: Comparison of F-measure values of OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 algorithms with

other methods for learning DREAM3 Challenge with 10 genes, DREAM3 Challenge

with 50 gene and DREAM3 Challenge with 100 genes.

Figure 2: Comparison of F-measure values of OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 algorithms

with other methods for learning DREAM4 challenge for five networks of the 100-

multifactorial sub-challenge.

Figure 3: Comparison of F-measure values of OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 algorithms with

other methods for learning SOS-DNA and AML.

Figure 4: GRN of AML that infer by OIPCQ.
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Figure 5: GRN of AML that infer by OIPCQ2.

Figure 6: Results of True Positive against False Positive for 1000 randomly-

generated permutation for DREAM3 dataset with (a)10 genes, (b) 50 and (c)100

genes. The F-measure values for DREAM3 dataset with 10, 50 and 100 genes is

represented in part (d).

Figure 7: Example of Paths of length 2 and greater than 2 between X and Y .

Figure 8: An example of the OIPCQ algorithm. MI and CMI denote the mu-

tual information and conditional mutual information. CMI70(X,Y |Z,W ) indi-

cates the 70th percentile of the CMI values. VXY = ADJ(X)
⋂
ADJ(Y ) and

UXY = ADJ(X)
⋃
ADJ(Y ).

Table 1: Threshold values for methods used on three sets of DREAM3-Yeast1-null-

mutant dataset
Dataset

Algorithm 10 genes, 10 edges 50 genes, 77 edges 100 genes, 166 edges
PCA-CMI 0.03 0.03 0.05
CNConsensus 0.6 0.6 0.6
CNInd.Test (0.02 , 0.05) (0.02 , 0.05) (0.03 , 0.05)
CMI2NI 0.03 0.04 0.06
OIPCQθ1 0.05 0.02 0.03
OIPCQθ2 0.01 0.05 0.05

Table 2: Results for DREAM3-size10-Yeast1
Algorithm TP FP PPV TPR ACC F-measure FPR FDR MCC
PCA-CMI 9 1 0.9 0.9 0.95556 0.9 0.02857 0.1 0.87143
CN 9 1 0.9 0.9 0.95556 0.9 0.02857 0.1 0.87143
CMI2NI 9 1 0.9 0.9 0.95556 0.9 0.02857 0.1 0.87143
OIPCQ 9 0 1 0.9 0.97778 0.94737 0 0 0.93541
OIPCQ2 9 0 1 0.9 0.97778 0.94737 0 0 0.93541

Table 3: Comparison of CMI2NI, OIPCQ and OIPCQ2 methods based on the three

important pathways resulted by KEGG. Among the significant pathways, three

most significant ones were selected. The pathway enrichment was done separately for

each of the four regulators ZBTB7A, PU1, BCLAF1 and NRSF. Column 1 indicates

the name of pathways and number of genes in pathways. The name of regulators

and algorithms are in columns 2 and 3, respectively. The overlap between gene sets

represented as pathways shows in columns 4. The related p-values and q-values are

collected in columns 5 and 6, respectively.
No. Pathway (number of genes in pathways) Regulator Method Genes overlapped p-value q-value
1 CHRONIC MYELOID LEUKEMIA (73 genes) BCLAF1 CMI2NI/OIPCQ/OIPCQ2 22/25/25 2.90e-35/2.17e-41/2.17e-41 2.41e-32/1.80e-38/1.80e-38
2 ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIA (60 genes) BCLAF1 CMI2NI/OIPCQ/OIPCQ2 18/20/20 1.94e-28/3.03e-32/ 3.03e-32 5.38e-26/8.41e-30/ 8.41e-30
3 PATHWAYS IN CANCER ( 328 genes) BCLAF1 CMI2NI/OIPCQ/OIPCQ2 28/31/31 5.05e-30/2.41e-34/2.41e-34 2.10e-27/1.00e-31/1.00e-31
1 CHRONIC MYELOID LEUKEMIA (73 genes) NRSF CMI2NI/OIPCQ/OIPCQ2 18/26/26 2.94e-29/8.90e-44/8.90e-44 2.45e-26/7.42e-41/ 7.42e-41
2 ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIA (60 genes) NRSF CMI2NI/OIPCQ/OIPCQ2 15/14/14 3.32e-24/6.78e-20/6.78e-20 1.38e-21/1.88e-17/1.88e-17
3 PATHWAYS IN CANCER (328 genes) NRSF CMI2NI/OIPCQ/OIPCQ2 22/28/28 1.02e-23/5.47e-29/ 5.47e-29 2.83e-21/2.28e-26/2.28e-26
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GRN of AML that infer by OIPCQ2.

Figure 6



Results of True Positive against False Positive for 1000 randomly-generated permutation for DREAM3
dataset with (a)10 genes, (b) 50 and (c)100 genes. The F-measure values for DREAM3 dataset with 10,
50 and 100 genes is represented in part (d).

Figure 7

Example of Paths of length 2 and greater than 2 between X and Y .



Figure 8

An example of the OIPCQ algorithm. MI and CMI denote the mutual information and conditional mutual
information. CMI70(X; Y jZ;W) indicates the 70th percentile of the CMI values. VXY = ADJ(X) T ADJ(Y )
and UXY = ADJ(X) S ADJ(Y ).
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